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SKYSAILOR is the official
publication of the HANG
GLIDING FEDERATION OF
AUSTRALIA (HGFA). Skysailor
appears 12 times per year as a
service to members. For non
members the subscription is
$30pa. Cheques should be
made payable and sent to
HGFA.

The primary purpose of Skysailor
is to provide a ready means for
the information and entertainment of hang glider pilots in
Australia and in this way to
advance the future development of hang gliding and its
methods of safety.
Contributions are invited.
Articles, photographs and
illustrations are welcomed
a~hough the editor reserves the
right to edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will
NOT be published and all
contributions should be
accompanied by the
contributer's name, address and
HGFA number for verification
purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor
assume responsibility for the
material or opinions presented in
Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested
in the HGFA. Copyright in
articles and other contributions
is vested in each of the authors
in respect of their contribution.
Deadline for contributions which
are NOT print-ready is the 10th
of the month otherwise the 15th
of the month.
ISSN 0313-363X
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After much debate and deliberation I've decided to "aim high"
myself, and am planning an "extra special" issue of Skysailor for January a Bicentennial issue with eight color pages, eight spot color, plus a
probable 24 pages in mono.
While the majority of opinion weighs heavily in favor of the new look
Skysailor there is a small core of dissension in the camp and talk of
special color issues is, I have little doubt, going to produce another spate
of disagreement, so I will try and reassure you to the best of my ability.

Steve Blenkln~op ·
· HARG,RAVE
bYJ<I~ran · T~p~ll .••..

PETITION CALENDAR

MISSIQN

While the costing is not fully worked out as yet I believe it is possible for
this special issue to pay for itself. Half the color pages have already been booked,
and because of the style the January issue will take I don't think we will have too
much trouble selling the remainder.
This particular Skysailor will, because it's a souvenir issue, have a price
on it (probably $3). The final number hasn't been decided yet but there will
probably be about 1000 issues printed beyond the subscription copies which will
be delivered to you as usual.
The plan is to have it printed by late December when I - or anyone else
who volunteers - will lug several hundred copies from Parkes to Stan well and on
down to Mt Buffalo.
Because it is a Bicentennial issue I see it as slightly different in format
from the usual, aimed more at interesting the public and the hundreds of
overseas visitors expected to arrive between now and the Worlds in January.
I have some ideas on the possible format: articles covering Parkes and
the background to the Flatlands Cross Country Competitions; Stanwell Park and a
background on the Freestyle comps; Mt Buffalo and a background on the
Nationals. Profiles on our present Australian champions - Rick Duncan and Toni
Noud; on the Australian team and possibly on the present world champions, John
Pendry and Judy Leden.
Other ideas are an article on Bill Moyes as the "father of hang gliding in
Australia"; perhaps one on the intricacies of learning to hang glide and I believe
somewhere over there in Western Australia, is hiding the grand daddy of hang
glider pilots, so how about an article and pics to prove you're never too old to fly!
The major obstacle is the deadline - the magazine MUST be ready for
the printers by the end of November which means "we" have just FOUR WEEKS
to get it together! I need your ideas, your advice and your HELP so please if you
have anything to contribute get in touch - soon!
The Bicentennial and the World comp being held in Australia for 1988
present the perfect opportunity to promote you and your sport to the world in the
best possible light.
It would be a pity to pass up that opportunity ........ .
Sue.
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Dear Sue,
A determined Opposition
spurred by an unwilling Electorate saw
the end of the Australia Card. I
wonder whether an equally unwilling
HGFA membership will eventually
scuttle the new rating system?
For it to work I would ask the
powers that be to consider some
points.
A pilot with a PR3, which he
has held for more than a year, and all
necessary flying for the Advanced
Rating, can no longer upgrade to a
PR4.
By answering most of the
questions he (or she)
already
answered for his PR3 he can hold an
Intermediate Rating.
Now
he's
got
the
Intermediate Rating he has to hold it
for 12 months before he can upgrade
to Advanced (remember our pilot
already has the 80 plus hours and all
the other stuff in October 1987.)
Now maybe I'm interpreting
the requirements incorrectly, but
that's what the Advanced Rating form
and the little boxes on page 31 of the
October Skysailor say.
Another point:
You have published all the questions,
therefore it must be assumed that
standard and correct answers are
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written down somewhere.
If the
purpose of the new system is to
enhance knowledge and safety, please
now publish those answers so that we
can all study all of them. Most of us
don't have the time to go back to one
of the hang gliding schools and some
of us probably can't afford all the text
books needed (assuming that all
answers are contained in textbooks,
which is unlikely). Where it is not
practical to give a stock answer, at
least publish a reference, preferably
with page or chapter number.
Finally, I have a real problem
with question 40 h) of the Intermediate
Theory because I am not seeking a
Tow Endorsement and an even bigger
problem with question 40 i) because I
think, at this stage, aerotowing of hang
gliders is a no no under current
legislation.
One last question. If it all
proves too difficult and my PR3 is
downgraded to Novice, can I still fly
the sites I have flown in the past eg
Stan well, Cambewarra, Gillies, Mt
Mitta Mitta? I would like to suggest
that, to avoid cries of 'unfair' HGFA
gets busy publishing the answers and
then, well before the July '88 deadline,
has several examination days at
convenient
centres
around
the
country (weekends or evenings
please) so that those of us with a living
to earn can come and sit for the
theory. If you don't make the system
workable, it will go the way of the
Australia Card.

hobby is our badge of freedom, and
we don't want to have "big brother" tell
us what to do! Some of us feel so free
that we don't want to be loaded down
with any restrictions ...... period! This is
why a growing number of pilots are
opting out of paying the $1.00 week
Skysailor levy (or membership) for the
priviledge of being able to fly, when we
rarely see anything achieved for our
money anyway!
Yes, we are a digruntled
group but we have come a long way in
the last 11 years I have been a
member.
I joined the ultralight
fraternity a few years ago, and they are
so disorganised that it is a pleasure to
remain known as a hang glider pilot;
even with the anomilies. Last issue we
were advised to become members of
the AUF with our trikes. I've been
there, done that, and don't want to go
there again! So we do have a freedom
(as I expressed a couple of issues
back) but let us not use our freedom
as licence, to tread on others. In my
article called FREEDOM, I inadvertently rubbished Scott Tucker
whom I have apologised to in person
and would like to publicly_ renounce
any dispersions I cast at him. He who
has never made a mistake has never
done any good either.
Apologies Scott!

Regards
Gordon Bretag.

The S.A.R.A.A. altered the
outside dimensions of their motoring
magazine about 6 months ago so I
guess it is the modern trend. I like the
new size of Skysailor because the
postman can drop it into my letter box
without bending it. As for sponsorship
I like the TV adverts for men's
toiletries where we see a blue hang
glider flying around showing a firms
motif of a large white bird printed on
the sail. This kind of advert really does
bring the sport of hang gliding right
into the lounge room. Anyhow it is the
only hang gliding we see on TV these
days. In my humble opinion if we can
get the sport of hang gliding in front of
the
public,
sponsorship
and
advertisements will follow.

Ed's note:
You will probably be gratified to read,
under the Presidents Report, that your
comments were duly noted and
discussed and some alterations to the
rating system have already been
agreed.
The Editor of Skysailor,
Dear Sue,
Welcome! As editor you have
the unenviable task of endeavouring
to keep the peace of all the warring
factions in hang gliding.
It will
become evident that our favourite

Graeme Flodine

Sue,

Hopefully now that we have a member
of the fair sex as editor it will keep our
magazine free of such words as s-t. I
will then feel free to allow my niece,
nephew or neighbours to read
Skysailor. After all such words really
do spoil a very good magazine. I
wonder if our members hesitate to
allow their families to read the
magazine after seeing these words in
the magazine?
Regards

Bill T.
Editors Note:
Sorry about changing
the size a second time Bill - do hope
the postie can still get the magazine
through the letter box without bending
it! 1 promise those words will be kept
to a minimum.
Dear Editor,
I had hoped that the printing
of obscenities would cease with the
departure of the last editor, but alas,
no sooner had I glanced at page 6 of
your first issue my stomach churned
and I found myself on the brink of
spontaneous combustion.
How could you print Motion
18?
"18)
That HGFA pay two
members from each state to attend
the convention."
What for and how much?
I really can't believe that after
HGFA meets the cost of transport
(airfares etc) accommodation and
meals, these people (two from each
state) want to be paid just to show up.
The cost of administration of our sport
has blown out to insane proportions.
Now you want to pay another
administrator $20,000 to run "the day
to day business at the National
Office". What a joke.
These are the sort of reasons
that pilots who care about the most
important
things
(ie:
safety
remember that?) only get a miserable
$20 rebate instead of the full cost of
the First Aid Certificate fee.
I think there are an awful lot
of people flying desks instead of hang
gliders out there.
Yours in utter disbelief and
disgust.
Adam Hunt.

Editors Note:
I'm sure you are aware that being
Editor does not entitle me to

alter the minutes of the HGFA
Convention - only to print the fads for
your information. Neither am 1 in a
position (not being in the Executive) to
comment constructively on the other
points raised in your letter. Because
of this 1 have offered Phil (President)
and Bernie (Administrator) the right
of reply.
Phil's reply:
The most important meeting for hang
gliding is the Convention . It is the only
time in the year when representatives
from every member state get together
to decide future policy and safety
procedures.
The states tabled and
voted unanimously for motion 18
because it was a way of both saving
money and making better decisions.
The cost of an HGFA Instructor
Coordinator
travelling
around
Australia
conducting
seminars
is
reduced
by
delegating
instructor
certification responsibility to the states
and by having the annual meeting of
the state instructor coordinators at the
same time as the convention.
As a
bonus we have a better state
representation to discuss and vote on
policy.
Criticism is easy but useless unless it
is constructive.
Dear Sue,
I was amazed to read Peter de
Mestre's comments about trikes in the
October issue. It seems Peter has
little respect for the delegates who
attend the Convention and vote on
behalf of their State Committee and
fellow (State) hang glider pilots. The
decision to take trikes for a trial one
year period was made collectively by
the delegates at the '86 Convention;
just as the decision to go permanent
administration of Trikes was a
collective decision made at the '87
Convention. One would hope that
those who care enough about our
sport to get involved with the various
State Committees and give up 3 days
to
attend
the
convention
are
reasonably intelligent individuals who
know enough about their fellow pilots'
feelings to vote 'correctly' on the
issues which arise. In other words, I
believe the people who attend each
year's Convention make up a fair
'representative sample' of hang glider
pilots generally. Peter's arguments

against the incorporation of Trikes
are part of the very reason why we
should be responsible for trikes. That
is if we set the rules and Trike pilots
are part of our organisation, we can
control any idiots or yobbos, we can
regulate where they fly etc. If they are
outside our organisation, we have no
say at all and yet, the public's adverse
perception will always come back to us
because the trikes are basically hang
gliders to the average "man in the
street".
The fact that they have
engines is quite irrelevant.
It's different with ultralights they look different and most people
have heard and seen enough of
ultralights to know they are not hang
gliders. Finally there is little doubt in
most people's minds (ie members of
HGFA etc), that most trike operators
are and will continue to be very closely
aligned with unpowered hang gliding
ie two up training, tow launching,
taking temp. traces at comps etc.
With regard to Peter's final comment,
if you check the list of delegates at the
Convention (P5, Sept SIS), I dont think
you will find a single person who is
involved with trikes commercially and
therefore, Peter's comment about 'loss
of income' influencing the decision,
holds no water at all.
Martin Yeomans
Dear Sue,
Firstly congratulations on an
excellent job on the past Skysailor
issues.
After
reading
Peter de
Mestre's article about trikes I found it
necessary to respond as I believe
Peter might possibly find that there is
some rationale in the HGFA's decision
to take on trikes.
Firstly, aero towing is not the
only advantage of trikes for the hang
glider pilot, although it is an important
one.
Two seat training for "hang
glider students" has shown, without a
doubt, a significant reduction in the
accident rate
of early stage hang
glider pilots.
The reasons, I believe, for this
accident reduction are:
• The student gains at least 30 times
more air time than a first time foot
launch student, which has obvious
advantages if the student becorges

AIRBORN!
ANEW
HANG GLIDING
TRAINING VIDEO

Produced by the Hang Gliding Federation of
Australia, AIRBORN! is an essential training
aide for all instructors, clubs and student
pilots,
AIRBORN! takes the new pilot from first day
ground handling and straight glides, through
to the pre-soaring stage, clearly
demonstrating and explaining all the correct
basic techniques and skills, The video will
also serve as an ideal motivational tool. as it
ends up with several minutes of exciting
freestyle action filmed at Stanwell Park,

ORDER FORM
PLEASE RUSH ME

COPIES OF AIRBORN! AT A$SS EACH.

I ENCLOSE BANK CHEQUE/MONEY ORDER ETC. FOR A$
NAME
ADDRESS
- PRICE INCLUDES AIRMAIL POSTAGE
- ONLY VHS AVAILABLE
RETURN TO :
HGFA, SUITE 508,161 GLOUCESTER ST., SYDNEY NSW 2000. AUSTRALIA
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with mild stalls, figure eights etcetera.
• The student also becomes familiar
with landing approaches and round
out techniques.
• Probably one of the most important
advantages is that the student
becomes familiar with altitude which
removes the psychological problems
associated with initial higher foot
launch problems.
Secondly, there is reference
to the illegality of aero towing. Aero
towing is legal in many other countries
in the world and steps are in progress
to legalise aero-towing in Australia.
The above illegal activities have only
become legal in other countries
through
groups
of
individuals
developing and experimenting in the
hope of producing suitable and safe
equipment with acceptable guidelines
to benefit all hang glider pilots in the
FUTURE!
Peter also mentioned a trike
being the cause of losing a training
hill because of an irresponsible pilot.
I understand his concern but would it
not make sense for the HGFA to
control trikes and therefore HGFA
would have the power to ban trikes
from sensitive areas.
In conclusion I would just like
to point out that there is an increase in
site closures, mainly because of
litigation problems and, in the future,
trikes will play a much more
prominent role in our sport.

Ed's note:
To answer your first two questions - NoPhil
Mathewson
had
absolutely
nothing to do with MY editorial and in
my view hang gliding should be a joy
but undertaken with a responsible
attitude.
Obviously hang gliding should be for
your own pleasure - there's not much
point in doing it otherwise, is there?
No doubt I shall continue to draw flak
from certain quarters but I remain
immovable in my view that Skysalior
is the official image of the HGF A and
must take a responsible attitude.
I have no doubt whatsoever that rules
are broken and the D.O.A. knows what
goes on.
In fact sometimes "rule
breaking" is the only way to change
things BUT it has to done with a
degree of sublety not sledge hammer
tactics.
I presume from your letter
you get a great deal of pleasure out of
hang gliding so why don't you just go
to it , break as many rules as gives you
pleasure but don't expect everyone to
feel the same way - nor thank you for
it if your actions lead to even more site
closures and more restrictions.
To answer the latter part of your letter
my editorial was neither casual nor
intended as a put down . After two
issues I know only too well how much
work goes into it. My comments were
not intended to offend, rather to
emphasise a difference in attitudes
and I apologise that they obviously
did so.

Rick Duncan.
Dear Sue,
When I got my October issue
of Skysailor I nearly cried. Are the
words of your Editorial from Phil
Mathewson's mouth? Is hang gliding
supposed to be a responsibility or a
joy?
The view that we must please
the relevant authorities has been
expressed numerous times but what
about our own enjoyment? Isn't that
what hang gliding is all about?
As a past Editor of Skysalior.
I can assure you I did not take "great
pains to flout the D.O.A.", and cannot
help but be offended by your casual
put down of mine and others hard
work. Our hearts were in the right
place.
Geoff Martin.

DcarSue,
Congratulations
on
an
improved magazine. I have been a
pilot for two years and during that
time have subscibed to "Hang
Gliding" and "Wings." At times I have
felt embarrassed knowing that the
editors of these magazines were
receiving copies of our "Skysailor".
Comparing them, the difference in
quality of content, at times, has been
quite marked.
I mean in no way to criticise
the hard work and generous effort of
past editors. The point I am making is
that it is obvious you have a
journalist's background - and it's
great. As my way of welcome I have
enclosed a poem. If you do not
consider it suitable for publishing, I
will not be offended. I realise that I

am no Dorothea MacKellar.
Keep up the excellent standard.
B.J. Farrar

Dear Editor,
Firstly let me congratulate
you on the technical quality of the
magazine. It's very easy to read and
appeared to have no mistakes!
Fantastic!
I would like to see one
improvement, however. The use of
abbreviations (VMC, DC, OCTA etc), I
find annoying. Can you include a
glossary of these terms?
People
outside the hang gliding community
will only "turn off' on finding these
jargon terms.
If you need to have any
hang
gliding
articles
Swedish
translated send them to me.
A plea: do not include trikes in the
hang gliding association; they are
obviously not the same.
David Yee

Ed's Note.
I am in the process of putting together

a glossary of terms as much for my own
benefit as anyone! Hopefully we may
be able to include it in the special
January issue.
Thanks for the offer. If you see any
articles in Swedish you think would be
of general interest please do send
them in .

Dear Sue,
Welcome to the Skysailor
Editorial. I like the ad on "Vision The
1m prover" in October Skysailor and
the photo of myself in the left hand
corner Murray 'The Claw" Williamson.
This photo was taken at the Wid gee
Comps in 1986. It was here that I
received the most improved flyer
award and again in "87". Not at
Eungella 86 which I read under my
name. I remember a pilot called Ron
Rimkus got the Eungella 86 award.
Good work Ron. I just got back from
the Eungella Compo Had a fantastic
time, 5 days of near perfect weather
looking forward to next year's Comp
and hope to see a big time at Wid gee
"88". See you all out there.
Good Luck in the future Sue.
Murray Willamson.
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FRENCH NATIONALS at LARANGE
by Drew Cooper
was Mark got picked up straight away
and the guy even carried his glider!
For a distance of 10.8kms Mark scored
111 points, the six where I landed
scored 103 points for 10.3kms. The rest
suffered lower scoring.
DAY 4:
The task was an 82km
triangle. It was overdeveloping early
the
forecast
was
for
and
thunderstorms. John Pendry flew in
the rain for an hour after everyone
else had landed to complete 66.2kms
of the course. Gerard Coppier and
Dita Mathurin flew 56.8kms, myself
55.4 and Mark 53.4kms. At this stage
John had quite a healthy lead overall.
After him it was close between
Thevenot, Blumenthal, Weingartner,
Walbec and myself with Mark
Newland hot on the comeback trail.

Drew and Mark at the breakfast table - 'The Mighty Super Pursuit"

Mark Newland and I arrived in
Laragne straight from the British
League competition after flogging the
Poms (Mark won the competition) in
time to get one practice day in, so we
got a bit of a look around. We were
roughing it a bit as both our budgets
were getting low. We were sleeping in
a tent with no mattresses or pillows, set
up just off a back road near the compo
headquarters, and eating meusli,
bread, cheese and salad off the
bonnet of the mighty super pursuit.
Sheer luxury - we had sleeping bags.
It was a good looking day,
cloudbase varied from 7,000' over the
flats to 9,000' over the higher
mountains. They set an unrealistic
triangular track of over 200kms. 48
competitors were entered, and Gerard
Thevenot flew the furthest distance
completing two legs of the triangle
and a bit of the third leg for a total
distance of 150.4kms. Half the field
flew 100kms or more.

QAY...1:

DA Y 2: Not such a great day and we
got a late start. They set a 59.4km
triangle mostly over flatlands. John
Pendry and I completed the task in
around three hours. John was 5 mins
Michel Camet,
faster than me.
Michael Weingartner and Gerard
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Thevenot were the next closest,
landing 4kms short of goal. This day
we learned the value of time points as
John only scored one point more than
me with 175 points, and the nearest
who didn't make it scored 138 points.
The next day was cancelled a little
prematurely due to a bad weather
forecast.
.QAY.l: They set a very short out and

return task of only 27kms, as
cloudbase was just above the hill. It
started raining after about half the
field got off and Mark and I were the
last to launch. There was thermal
activity and ridge lift was minimal.
We were informed by the Meet head,
Jean Marc, that we needed a 20/1
glide to make the task valid. As we
had radio contact with John Pendry,
who informed us that no one was
much more than 10kms we thought it
would be invalid, but had a go anyway.
I was just behind Mark and we flew
very close to the ridge maximising our
glides. Mark landed part way up the
ridge making the height difference
from take off more than 20/1 glide
making the task valid . Not thinking it
would be valid if we flew less than
14kms, landed in a nicer field along
with five others for easy retrieval. As it

DAY 5: Jean Marc first set a task to
the south of about 60kms, but before
anybody except one pilot, Schurr, had
launched, monstrous Cu-nims had
formed right on course. Radio contact
was made with Schurr who was still
above take off and he agreed to a
change of course. As it was now quite
late they set a 42km triangle back to
headquarters. Only three completed
it. Morel a Frenchman flying a Colt,
was first with Mark and I close behind
him in our GTR's. Thevenot, Pendry,
Blumenthal
and
Walbec
all
completed less than half the course.
This still left John in first place, myself
in second only 8 points behind him
and
Thevenot,
Weingartner,
Blumenthal and Walbec around 100
points behind me. Mark had moved
up to ninth place.
DAY 6: It was scheduled as the
second to last day but as Mistral
Wind, which is a very strong and
turbulent wind from the North, was
forecast for the next day, (in fact it was
already quite strong from the north)
we had to count on this as the last
chance. The task was a 59.4km race to
goal to the south east. Thermals were
scratchy and there were very few Cu's.
A lot bombed before getting 20kms. I
was nearly one of them but managed
a very low save. Mark Newland in the
meantime got well in front. I met up
with John and Gerard about half way
down the course but I had to leave
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THE FINAL RESULTS WERE:
1st John Pendry
GB
MagicFR
877
2nd Gerard Thevenot
Fr
Hennes
760
3rd Drew Cooper
Aus
GTR 162
752
4th Ulli Blumenthal
Ger
Ace
733
5th Richard Walbec
Fr
Colt
692
6th Mark Newland
Aus
GTR 162
662
7th M. Weingartner
Ger
Magic
653
8th Alain Chauret
Fr
Profil
585
9th G. Desbrandes
Fr
Hermes
577
10th Y. Goueslain
Fr
551
Colt
Viti Blumenthal launching from Chabre Launch
Launch site from a few thousand feet abovelooking towards
the south east with Laragne in the back ground

them to have any hope of winning.
In fact my only hope was for John
to not make goal and for me to fly
further than him. It didn't payoff
as they both made it and I landed
25kms short. Mark won the day.
Others to make goal were Pendry,
Thevenot,
Camensuli,
Schurr,
Walbec, Blumenthal and Pouget.
The next day was as predicted,
and although we sat on the hill
until 3pm ' it was eventually
cancelled, so it was back down to
Minucchi's for the prize giving,
champagne spraying and water
fights in which everybody got
soaked.
The area is a good area to fly and
between Laragne and St. Andrea
they hope to hold the 1991 World
Championship.
The organisation was good, the
atmosphere also, and although we
couldn't speak more than 'merci'
and 'au-revoir' the French pilots
were very helpful.
Thanks to John for the rides up the
hill and to Monique for the fast
retrievals.

Some news and requests from Bernie Baer:
1. No back issues of Skysailor are available to September '87.
2, Please complete pilot rating forms fully (including postcode and

membership number).
3. All ratings etc must be accompanied by a stamped,self-addressed
envelope to expediate their speedy return.
4. Notify change of address ASAP please!

Bernie Baer

Administrator
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HANG GLIDING SCHOOL- STANWELL PARK
P.o . BO X 180, HELENSBURGH, N.S.W. AUSTRALIA. 2508 PHONE : (042) 94 2545

GLIDERS:

Whatever Moyes gliders you have in mind
- Mission. GTR or GTR Racer they're
here for you to test fly. So give us a call
to arrange a fly and a great deal.

POD HARNESSES:

Improved design with thicker foam in tail
for more defined shape and more
comfortable leg loop modification
-

PARACHUTES:

One of the best chutes in the world.
Made in the USA by High Energy Sports
-

r

$400

$420

INSTRUMENTS:

Choice of Ball. Afro and Litek

SPECIAL OFFER:

Free steel carabiner with each pod
harness and chute.

JUST ARRIVED

-

USED GLIDERS:

Thermal Snoopers - the latest in
soaring instruments.
Sun tiger Sunglasses.

Checked out.
GTR 162 GT 170 Mars 170 -

test flown and ready to go.
all white
$1450
yellow/white
$ 900
blue and white
$1100

FOR AlL YOUR HANG GLIDING NEEDS CONTACT CHRIS AT
AERIAL TECHNICS ON (042) 942 545

SKYSAILOR

WOOMERA
• The Latest Trike System
by Forrest Park and Bruee Bareham
of Free Flight.
After being involved with trikes for a while, we came up with
ideas for building one for ourselves. Ideas soon flowed and
the possibility of building a better mousetrap seemed all too
real.
We looked at present "state of the art" trike systems right
from the wing down to the base, thought of improvements
and changes we'd like to see and put them on the drawing
board.
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platform to be wider than others giving it greater torsional
rigidity. The actual engine mount design is found on
certified ultralights using the Rotax engine as the Woomera
also does.
For rear suspension we had ideas of using some form of
commercially available suspension such as motorcycle
shocks but found that they all needed modification, special
fittings and weighed too much. So, we designed our own to
meet the requirements. They are adjustable, with top out
and bottom out systems and incorporate a special type and
grade (our secret folks) of self dampening polymer to take
the load absorption. This industrial type polymer is made to
withstand a virtually indefinite amount of use without wear
or distortion. The top of the shock system is mounted to the
nylon reinforced area of the mast also via the 60 ton steel
bolt.

Not only did we want improvements, but we wanted
something different!
Ideas included getting rid of wires (stump catchers), using
REAL all round suspension, improved engineering with
improved strength and simplicity, full seat harnesses, an
improved steering system, superior ground and flight
handling and a superb wing to top it all off.
Soon with some of our suggestions and requirements
thrown in, the design and the building of the prototype wing
was carried out by Enterprise Wings, hang glider
manufacturer of Helensburgh near Sydney.
Many
calculations gave Bruce and I the engineering and design
requirements which soon became reality when we started
building the base.
Firstly, the wing turned out to be incredibly efficient and
satisfactory, even in the prototype. It is the first trike wing in
the world that we know of to have the advantage of a keel
pocketless design.
The Woomera therefore has the
advantage of a good looking, aerodynamically clean wing
and better prop clearance by raising the keel up into the
wing. This also raises the universal C of G attachment
higher up and much closer to the aerodynamic centre of the
wing, resulting in lighter handling.
Next came the engine mount/ seat frame/ mast junction.
The seat frame on any trike is what takes the thrust load off
the engine and transfers it to the keel of the base and the
back to the mast in a strong triangle. The Woomera
achieves this with a strong and light arrangement of the seat
frame passing directly through the engine mount platform
via nylon bushes, thus eliminating the standard bar and eye
bolt arrangement commonly seen on other trikes. This is
backed up by a single specially made 60 ton high tensile
steel bolt acting as a seat frame/ engine mount back up and
locating bolt.
The mast in this area is sleeved internally with solid nylon
rod through which the mast safety wires and high tensile
bolt are passed. This design allowed the engine mount

This allowed us to remove the wires found on standard
designs and increase the strength via two structural
triangles bearing the load instead of just one.
(The
suspension also bears load absorption, of course.) This
design also means that the lower part of the Woomera's
mast is in tension, not under compression, as in other trikes.
The front wheel steering was designed to be a trailing self
centering system and combined with suspension on the
deluxe version. Both have been flown.
Soon came the test flight to see if it worked as we thought.
The taxiing and static tests met with our approval. Ground
handling was very smooth. The flight was next. The first
impression was of a beautiful aircraft style take off without
the usual sensation of a hard rotation generally associated
with powerful trikes. Climb out was excellent.
We had hit upon a beautiful geometry as the in flight
handling was very light as expected. Landings were all like
silk with the aid of suspension as even the greasiest of
landings in a trike feels a few bumps due to the rigid frame.
Consequent flights proved the steering to be heaps better
than we could have hoped for. It didn't matter how you
landed or what bumps you encountered on the runway. You
can relax your feet as the steering truly is self centering
unlike the raked forward steering of other trikes. The
difference is marked. The suspension has also eliminated
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the occasional problem of bouncing from wheel to wheel
which can occur in different landing situations.
We were so sure of our system that we often landed it
heavily and crossed up on purpose to prove it. Again, the
suspension smoothed it out, lined up the trike and the front
wheel did the rest! This is great for emergency landings in
rough paddocks or violent air.
In generat wear and maintenance of the whole trike is
reduced due to the different load distribution
characteristics and load absorption capabilities of this new
style. Fewer bolts are used and weight has been red uced in
some areas and added on where need be.
Parachutes Australia seat belt parts and their Bullet

NOVEMBER 1987

parachute system are fitted .
The amount of roll control is improved by placing the keel
bearing behind the A frame on the wing.
Set up of the trike is very easy with the help of the
suspension taking some of the glider's weight to assist in
raising or lowering the wing - An otherwise back breaking
job!
Choice of the wheels are 11 x 4.00 x 5 and 15 x 6.00 x 6. The
Woomera also features a bump proof kill switch and
steering options are push right - turn right (aircraft style) or
the standard push right - turn left.
We have given some pretty big claims in this story, but the
proof is in the pudding - try the Woomera out!

FREE FI,IGHT were the first to use
winch tow training techniques in
Australia, and for some time have
been using trikes and simulRtors.
Our inland facility caters for pilots
from beginner to advanced including
excellent thermal and X-country
SCHOOL OF HANG GLIDING
soaring.
Ph (02) 450 2186
With us you can learn:8 LAITOKI ROAD TERREY HILLS 2084
- Basic flight skills
Ph (02) 522 8389
- Towing techniques
59 BELLINGARA RD. SYLVANIA 2224
- Trike flying
- Thermal & cross country skills
We teach everything there is to know in hang gliding in a safe and
professional manner. Our service to pilots is second to nonel
We are agents for;
ENTERPRISE WINGS - Foil, Gyro and accessories.
MOYES DELTA GLIDERS - GTR, MISSION, MARS, harnesses, accessories.
PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA - complete range of parachutes (incl.BULLET)
altimeters and pilot accessories.
Also BAIJL,LITEK,LINDSAY RUDDOCK & ROBERTS varios, ALTIMASTER & THOMMEN
altimeters, tow bridles, theory books, BLACKHAWK harnesses, helmets,
our own WOOMER A trikes. Free Flight is now further expanding its range
so stand byl We also have a professional tuning and repair service for
ALL gliders. Just ask for BRUCE or FORREST - we'd be glad to help'
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It looks as though we'll be able to
fly legally at Corryong this
summer. At a meeting of the Shire
of Upper Murray on September
21st, the Shire decided to request
the Department of Transport and
Communications (formerly DOA)
to delicense the aerodrome.

Up until now the licensed status of
Corryong areodrome has meant
that we could not fly within 8kms
of it, which meant that taking off
from either Mt Mittamatite or
Elliot was illegal. This decision
by the Shire comes after more than
a year of negotiations by myself
and Glenn Wilson with the Dept.
of Transport and Communitions
and lobbying (especially by Glenn)
of local businesses - who stand to
gain most by this decision - and
the Shire Councillors.
A full
report from Glenn will appear in
next month's issue.
By Martyn Yeomans
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We
require
three
drivers
(preferably with Class 4 licences)
to drive the Coaster buses during
next year's World championships.
The buses will ferry overseas
pilots from Sydney to Bright (and
back), and transport pilots around
the Mt Buffalo area during the
comps.
You will leave Sydney during
week ending January 22, 1988 and
return on February 13.
A fee of $700 will be paid plus $10
a day accommodation. Contact
Bill Moyes or Merissa Brook on
(02) 3876455
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The aim of this little item is not to

The logo should at least show the
letters "Q.H.G.A. Inc." and be
legible if reduced to about 5
centimeters square. To minimise
printing costs, black and white
designs would be preferred, or if
your really into colour, no more
than two please. Send your work
to -

you're . . fiying .• at·.• t~h~· ·l~e.ef.· . Q.H.G.A. Inc.
>dOIl'f leave . . your .v alllables PO Box 212,
irithecar. A pilot recently Morningside, Qld, 4170.
had ...his wallet stolenariq.
has · · asked for a generaFalert Bye ...
Peter de Mestre.
i to besounded!

·ii• •

.•

LOOPER1S DROOP
Every month, the HGFA office
receives complimentary copies of
some of the major international hang
gliding magazines - Vol Libre (from
France), Drachenflieger (Germany),
Aqilone (Italy) and Hang Gliding
(USA). A number of recent issues of
these magazines have had stories
and/or photos about pilots who "came
unstuck" whilst attempting loops.
Unfortunately, my German and
Italian is not up to translating the texts
but as I'm a believer in the old saying,
"every picture tells a story", some the
photos are reprinted overleaf.

At the September meeting it was
decided that a new Q.H.G.A. Inc.
logo was required to replace the
old, boring one (no offence to the
original creator). A prize of $50
will be awarded for the best entry
which will be chosen early in the
new year, so get cracking and come
up with a smart new design to
match our image (no joke).

scare people out of attempting
aerobatics but to make those who may
be contemplating this type of flying
realise that it's not as easy as it looks
(ie when you see experts such as Rick
Duncan and Danny Scott doing
loops). Also, if you are unsuccessful,
the results can be quite horrific.
Russ Duncan has a couple of things to
say about loops:
"Speed is the main thing - you
need to be doing about 70 mph before
you pull up". (Suggestion: if you're
contemplating loops, get an AS! and
see what it feels like, and whether its
1.

~~J.YEOMANS
possible to get your glider to dive at 50
mph, 60 and so on).
2.
"The gliders we use are not
standard "off the shelf' gliders or older
models". (They are race version GTR's
(or whatever) which are beefed up and
a lot "tighter" than stock models.)
3.
"People like Danny and
myself have been flying for years and
We didn't go straight from coastal
soaring to looping". (In other words,
you've got to perfect tight 60° bank
turns, then 90's, then 120° wingovers,
then ISO's before you're ready to try
loops.)
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NOS. 1-10
These sequences show how the glider 'fell' through the top of the loop,
rather than 'flying' out of it. Note that the pilot has not got his body through the
A-frame so as to assist the nose to pitch dCMn. The glider has stabilised in a notquite vertical altitude (about 110°). (Turn the page to align the horizon and you'll
see what I mean) .
In 5, the pilot, now succumbing to gravity, falls through the
A-frame.

In 8, not very apparent in B & W, the undersurface of the wing bends out (!), resulting

in a positive camber on the undersurface.

The pilot has let go with one hand in No.7
The pilot is flying a
rigid-wing Fledge and contravening Italian Federation rules by flying without a helmet.

and has the 'chute' out by 10, resulting in a lucky save.
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ANSETTEUNGELLA RESULTS 7987
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2I.
22.
23.
24.
25.

BRADEN Carl
DUNCAN Rick
PRITCHARD Phil
BLENKINSOP Steve
FIMERIGary
SCOTT Danny
NEWLAND Mark
DUNCAN Russ
ETHERTON Graeme
AITKEN Peter
MIDDLETON Verne
HIBBARD Rob
CARTER Paul
BRANDON Chris
HAYHOW Bryan
JORDAN Craig
KORNEEF Bill
MATHEWSON Phil
MACLEOD Calen
KALTENBACH Gill
HILL Ken
WPANCMike
PURCELL Trevor
BERRY Mark
McIX>NALD Chris

3854 pts
3528
3519
3464
3316
3230
3219
3135
3134
2719
2706
2680
2674
2617
2574
2470
2400
2394
2379
2375

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
4I.
42.
43.
44.
45.

46.
47.
48.
49.

RUGERobert
LEE Wayne
MARTlNRick
LAMONT Dave
KLEMM Tony
RUDDOCK Paul
NEVINS Richard
GILLIGAN Kevin
MACLEOD Glen
CHARTERS Chris
PARSONS Ray
STEVENS Dave
GERUSGerry
MAKKJulius
COLLEY Chris
WAY Terry
MANWARING Harry
TATHAM Grant
BLAIN John
KENNEDY Dave
WILLIAMSON Murray
MARSH Dave
McGREE Colin
FITZGERALD Mike

TOW GEAR
DC Tow Load - Towing Tension Meters with safety over-tension warning buzzer- $162 .
• Bridles - $31.50 • Weak link twine - $8.00 roll • 5mm tow rope (250m rolls) - $30 roll (+ Freight)

BATTERY CHARGERS
To charge from car cig. lighter sockets.
Ni-cads (AA - as in AM and UHF radios) -$58.00
Gel Cells (let me know battery size) - $63.00
Both types give full charge in 12 -15 hours and are safe for continuous use.

BORGELT VARIO WITH SPEED COMMAND
The only vario with glide-mode "speed command".
Includes· Air Speed· Total Energy Variometer • Altimeter· Netto Variometer • 30sec Averager
• a very "listenable" audio for climb and "Speed Command" glide • 6 volt rechargeable Gel cell with inbuilt battery fast
charger for charging off 12 volt car battery • Large white-on-blue L.C.D. displays for easy accurate reading.
Prototypes (1 or 2 left) - $900
Production models - $980 for sales in 1987
ORDER NOW, as there may only be a limited number available before Xmas 1987.

"Ol' EAGLE EYES" FLIGHT GLASSES
UV and Blue filtered for protection and enhanced vision in the air. Excellent thermal/cloud spotters. Wrap around frames
(hang gliding wind stoppers) or plain frames (gliders and enclosed cockpits). All with safety frames and CR39 lenses.
Plain optical lenses - $96.00 Prescription lenses - $121.00

ORDER
Denis Cummings, "Phoenix Park", Dights Crossing, Singleton 2330
Phone (065) 72 4747
Dealer enquiries welcome.
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2.

TRIKES
On 9th October Paul Mollison, Rick and Russ Duncan
and myself attended a meeting with DoA (now DoTC
but soon to be CAA) and AUF in Canberra to discuss
Trikes (Powered Hang Gliders). After a morning of
discussion we were no further towards deciding who
was going to take over Powered Hang Gliders. Both
AUF and HGFA wanted to take them on and would not
give an inch. However, when DoTC reps left, Rod
Birrell and Tom Turner (AUF), Harvey Ritchie
(SAAC), Rick, Russ, Mollo and I continued the
discussion and came to a more amicable verbal
resolution.
The DoNC (Dept of Name Changes) said that both
AUF and HGFA had to furnish submissions on
Powered Hang Gliders by the end of October and that
they would decide, from the submissions and by the
end of November, who was to organise Powered Hang
Gliders.
At the moment a compromise solution involving both
AUF and HGFA seems likely. Stay tuned.

PR3s must still do Intermediate theory to get
their Intermediate rating.
3.
However we will waive the 12 month
requirement needed to get an Advanced after
getting an Intermediate. The 12 months will
start from when the pilot received his PR3.
In Gordon's case it was more than 12 months ago so he
can go for his Advanced immediately he gets his
Intermediate. However he has to do the whole of the
Advanced rating, not just the theory.

SKYSAILOR ADS UP 50%
At the meeting we also discussed the Skysailor
budget. Costing indicates that we pay $100 per page
for Skysailor and hence are subsidising advertisers so
we have decided to raise the cost of advertising by
50% as from the December issue. Although this sounds
expensive to advertisers we think that they have a
captive market and urge them to submit smaller ie 1/4
page or 1/6 page ads if they don't wish to incur extra
cost. We are also looking into other cost cutting
measures for Skysailor.

RATING SYSTEM CHANGE
At the last HGFA meeting (13th Oct) a letter from
Gordon Bretag was discussed. He said that it was
unfair of us to stop accepting "old" ratings. He has
been a PR3 with the requisite hours and experience to
have done his PR4 but never got around to it,
consequently he can only get an Intermediate and has
to wait 12 months before he is eligible to go for his
Advanced.
After discussion, HGFA decided that it was unfair
and came up with the following solution:
1.
We will still NOT accept any old ratings from
now on.

LETTERS TO EDITOR
Sue has lately received two letters which we are
unable to publish in Skysailor as they contravene the
new "Skysailor guidelines" that were accepted at the
September HGFA meeting as part of our "clean up
Skysailor" plan.
Both letters criticise the new
Skysailor and the new committee. In way of an
answer and as a reminder to all members (and
remembering that NSWHGA AGM is on at the end of
Nov.) I enclose the following article, reprinted from
"North American Society of Radiographers Scientific
Assembly" report, Chicago, Nov, 1972.

TEN WAYS OF KILLING AN ASSOCIATION
DON'T GO TO MEETINGS.
2. IF YOU DO - GO LATE.
3. IF THE WEATHER DOESN'T SUIT YOU, DON'T THINK OF GOING.
4. IF YOU DO ATTEND A MEETING, CRITICISE THE OFFICERS AND MEMBERS.
5. NEVER ACCEPT OFFICE -IT'S EASIER TO CRITICISE THAN DO THINGS.
6. OBJECT IF YOU ARE NOT APPOINTED TO COMMITTEES.
7. IF ASKED BY THE CHAIRMAN TO GIVE YOUR OPINION ON SOME MATTER, TELL HIM YOU HAVE
NOTHING TO SAY - AND AFTER THE MEETING TELL EVERYONE HOW THINGS SHOULD BE
DONE.
8. DO NOTHING MORE THAN ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY, BUT WHEN MEMBERS WORK TO PUSH
YOUR ORGANISATION FORWARD, COMPLAIN THAT IT IS RUN BY CLIQUES.
9. HOLD BACK YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS, OR DON'T PAY AT ALL.
10. DON'T BOTHER ABOUT GETTING NEW MEMBERS - LET OTHERS DO IT.
1.
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FLATLANDS CROSS COUNTRY CHALLENGE 1988
Dates:

Practice:
Contest:
Rest Day
Presentation:

19th December 1987 to 27th December 1987
28th December 1987 to 7th January 1988
(with 8th January 1988 as emergency)
January 1st 1988.
January 8th 1988.

Location:

15 km Northwest of Parkes, N.S.W. at Robert Orr's property. Take Condobolin Road for about
lOkm. Right tum onto Cooks Myall Road for about Skm. Look for tent and vans on right side of
road.

Entry:

Entry Fee - $70 plus Site Fee - $30 Total $100. A late entry fee of $20 will apply to pilots
who were in Australia at 30-11-87, and whose entry feeisnot received by 10-12-87.

Organiser:

Denis Cummings, Dights Crossing, Singleton, 2330.
Phone (06S) 72 4747.

Scorer:

Paul Mollison.

Rules:

Generally follow the ACC guidelines. Details to pilots after receipt of entry fee.

Tasks:

Daily tasks will be set, with a route and a goal. This year, different tasks MAY be set for
Division A and Division B pilots. (As per CAC National Ladder rules.) 3Smm cameras
needed for tum points.

Prizes:

-1st, 2nd & 3rd Open.
-1st, 2nd Division B.
Encouragement Awards in Divisions A, B & Ladies.
Prizes include trophies, donated products from Sponsors and cash.

Entry Form:

November and December Skysailor.

Enquiries:

Denis Cummings and John Clark. (Address and phone as above)

Meet Director:

John Clark

- Ladies.

The 1988 Flatlands Cross Country Challenge Entry Form
Pilotsname _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Rating _ _ _ _ HGFANo. _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Post Code.

(H) _______________ (W)

Phone

Enclosed is my entry fee ($70) and my site fee ($30) Total ($100)
Pilots Signature.
Note:

Entry fee must be recieved by 10.12.87
and is NON-REFUNDABLE. A late fee
of $20 will apply to all entries recieved
after 10.12.87, with the exception of
pilots who were not in Australia at
30.11.87.

Send to:

"Flatlands '88"
D. Cummings,
Dights Crossing,
Singleton, 2330.

Cheques should be made to "Flatlands '88".

Flatlands '88 Seminars (28.12.87 -7.1.88)
I would like to give a talk/ demonstration during the Flatlands '88 Seminars on the following subject:
Preferred date:
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TRIANGOLO LORIANO ITAL Y

By
Steve
Blenkinsop

1. Frank Schuller D
4:22
2. George Weizierl D
4:31
3. Jurghen Seyferle D
4:36
(six finishers)
4th Russell Duncan 1km short.
13th Steve Blenkinsop 7km short.
The Germans obviously had a good
day.
We did not. The wheels fell off the
Australian team with a few being down
the field and Drew Cooper breaking
up his glider landing in long grass that
grabbed his base bar causing a nose
in that was potentially lethal. Drew
has asked me to remind pilots how
easy it is to think of long grass as safe,
but how easily it pitches you in when
ground effecting. I was still in 4th at
this stage, but all it takes is one bad
day, and it came.

The Australian Team (L to R) Rob Hibberd, Rick Duncan, Steve Blenkinsop, Carl Braden,
Toni Noud, Drew Cooper, Marie Jeffery, Mark Newland, Russell Duncan and Phil Pritchard

Alfio Coronti and Tony Masters
conceived an open distance cross
country competition for the Como
area in 1979.
Tony, alias Antonio Maestre and now
in Australia, devotes all his energy to
his Paddington Design Company. The
Como competition continues though,
and has beCome a fixture in the
European circuit.
The first winner in 1980 was Steve
Moyes when he set a new European
record of 115km. Since then it has
been won by Marco Circla, Gerard
Thevenot twice, and for the three
competitions prior to this year by John
Pendry.
It was with this last fact in mind that I
set up next to JP on the first day, but it
was notable that half the field had the
same idea.
DAY1After a rainy Kossen and a less than
optimistic forecast for Italy, Carl
Braden and Toni Noud drove straight
past the turnoff up the hill and kept
going for the south of France. They
got some good flying but against the
odds the weather came good in
northern Italy and so did we.

Following a worldwide trend the
organisers at Como this year changed
the format to the now familiar racing
with photographic turnpoints. Racing
it turned out to be, as the 47km
triangle set turned out, a one on one
for
John
Pendry
and
myself
completing the course in under two
hours 1. Steve Blenkinsop
1 :52
2. JohnPendryUK
1:54
3. Justin Needham UK
2:05
16. Drew Cooper
2:35
Mark Newland finished but was out
on photos while Russell Duncan and
Phil Pritchard were short and got
buried by the 20 finishers out of 50
pilots.
DAY2After a quick first day they set us a
long difficult task for the second. The
91km triangle crossed vast areas of no
landings including lakes, forests,
mountains and valleys filled with
towns and powerlines. Eight made the
task the leaders taking a straight line
route that proved risky. Many of us
took a longer route that in the end
proved just as risky, but took too long.
Russell and I were still in the air on
long final glides after six hours.

DAY3104km straight out and return.
Conditions did not look all that good
for finishing and had us thinking
negatively, but 16 eventually made the
task. Getting started back from the
tum point proved the Nemesis of
many pilots including myself, Drew
and Phil, but Mort made it and Russell
ended up just short of the goal for the
second day in a row.
4:28
1. Franz Schuller D
2. Philip Haegler B
4:48
3. Bruce Goldsmith GB
4:49
4. Mark Newland
4:50
17. Russell Duncan
Last Day - DAY 4 - 68km
A very low cloud base had us
questioning the wisdom of Giovanni
setting us a triangle that included the
top of a relatively high peak. Despite
continued protests the meet head
insisted "the turn point will not be in
cloud", even though gliders were
misting out 1000' above launch. With
strong suspicions that it was rigged for
the Italians we played hide and seek
in the clouds until over half the field
was ridge soaring just a couple of
kilometres from the turn point. There
it was or should I say was not as it was
impossible to photograph or for some
of us even to recognise.
Darren Arkwright blew first place in
the competition by not landing at the
base of the turn point and landing a
couple of kilometres further away
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Triangolo Loriano Italy
continued
giving the consistent German the
trophy. Needless to say, the last day
did not see any great place changes
and Phil probably made the best
decision flying back to the landing
field at the Brughetto restaurant.
Both individually and as a team,
Como '87 was not memorable for the
Australians, but it was a worthwhile
experience for all and confirmed the
competitiveness of our gliders against
new machines from Europe.
OVERALL RESULTS 1. Franz Schuller D

German 'B' team
2. Darren Arkwright GB
in GB world team
3. Stefano Bricoli F
4. Emmino Bricoli F
(twin brothers)
5. John Pendry GB
12. Steve Blenkinsop
15. Russell Duncan
18. Drew Cooper
21 . Mark Newland

Bullet
Ace
Hermes
Hermes
Magic
GTR
GTR
GTR
GTR

On the 26th, 27th and 28th Dec we will
be holding a FUN FLY IN at Rainbow
Beach, Qld.
It will be a FANCY
DRESS FLY IN where pilots can either
dress themselves or their gliders.
Entrance fee $5. There will be a prize
for the best dressed. On the 27th
(Sun) in the evening there will be a
barbeque at the Rainbow Waters
Caravan Park, Carlo Rd, Rainbow
Beach, which will also be fancy dress,
especially for the kids and wives.
There will be trophies for PR 3,4 and 5.
Included in this event will be a fund
raising effort for the State Emergency
Services, Rainbow Beach Branch.
Pilots will be asked to get sponsors to
sponsor them for any amount per
kilometer flown. Anybody interested
in entering can apply to me and they
will receive a card to list their
sponsors. Hope to see you there.
All enquiries Lyn Nash,
1 Mary's Creek Rd
GYMPIE4570
Phone (071) 834881

It is that time of year again. The
A.G .M. is due to be held on 30th
November. Come along. Drinks and
eats will be provided afterwards, as
well as a mystery film (no, it will not be
the "Birdmen of Kilimanjaro"
All you need to remember is,
MONDAY NIGHT NOV 30th 7 pm
SPORTS HOUSE
157-161 GLOUCESTER ST
SYDNEY
All positions are open for
renomination, although some of this
year's committee wish to stand again.
The positions are, President,
Treasurer, Secretary, Instructors
Coordinator, Safety Coordinator,
Airwaves Editor, HGFA Coordinator,
Competitions Coordinator.
Any proxies must be submitted on an
official form. This may be obtained by
phoning Judi de Groot on519 7111
during business hours or Julien and
Vicki James on 476 4848 AH.

MT. BUFFALO
CARAVAN PARK
AT THE BASE OF MT. BUFFALO WELCOMES YOU FOR THE
1988 WORLD HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS
• BEAUTIFUL SHADY CAMPSITES ALONG RIVER
• MODERN CABINS AND ON/SITE VANS
• HOT SPA TUBS AND SAUNA
• I.SD.PHONE
• STERIliSED WATER
• lANDING FIELD

BOOK NOW
RING DOT OR LESTER 057 - 562235
OR WRITE BOX 180 POREPUNKAH 3740 VIC
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l iHE lAWl~ENCE HARGRAViE
INTERNAl'tONAl
Plans for the fourth Lawrence
Hargrave International
are
progressing well. It will be
held at Stanwell Park and Mt
Keira from the 20th to the 28th
Febuary, 1987.

effects of katabatics, what farmers to
look out for at Mt. Kiera and how not
to get lost in the rain forests of BuilL
Send me a letter with a cheque or
money order for $5 (includes postage)
and I will mail one to you.
Alan Tolley and the Engineering
Department of the University of
Wollongong are working on a plan to
have four of Hargrave's kites flown at
Bald Hill or on the beach during the
competition. We are looking for a
Hargrave look alike to be the guinea
pig to see if we can go higher than
Hargrave did in 1894 (15 ft). Alan tells
me that there should be no problem
as the smallest kite is some 6 ft in
length.

As this is really the only conventional
competition that is held at Stan well
Park, the Club has decided that we
should introduce a "Leisure Class"
section of the competition. Because
we need to use Mt. Keira as a take off
point in the north easterlies, the
number for the main competition has
to be limited to 40. If Stanwell was the
only take off point, we could have
more than that. So, on days when
Stan well is flyable, those in the
"Leisure Class" section will take off.
It will be up to the Meet Director to
decide if the conditions are such that
there will be no interference with the
main comprtition. There will be a
small entry fee on each day, with the
money
collected
being
divided
amongst the winners. If anyone is
interested in flying, could they please
It will be limited to
contact me.
Advanced pilots.
The fund raising efforts are going at a
rather small pace. Our thanks are due
to those who 'have sent off their $5 for
the Stanwell Park Site guide. This
Guide is a must for anyone flying at
Stan well. It has 20 pages of text and 12

This is a front support for hang
gliders on vehicles! Its mass
produced under the brand
name
TROJAN,
and
is
available from most hardware
stores. Its heartening to find
manfacturers recognising hang
glider pilots as a buying force
in the market. The support
carries two gliders and has
convenient multiple attachment prongs for elastic straps!

maps. It has all the things to watch out
for when you are flying down the coast.
As most pilots finish with their
instructors before they start flying up
and down the coast, this is meant to
start where your instructor finished . It
also has detailed maps and guides
about top landing, bottom landing, the

As with the Freesytle competition,
there will be camping facilities down
in the park during the course of the
competition. There will be a barbecue
at my place on the Saturday night,
20th Febuary to which all are invited.
Non competitors will be charged a
small fee, the proceeds going to prize
money. We are also planning on the
prize giving to be held at the Coalcliff
community centre and Toni Noud .has
successfully negotiated with a bush
band to follow that. All told it looks
like being quite a fun week.
Kieran Tapsell
19 Stanwell Ave.,
Stanwell Park,
N.s.w.2509.

Addendum to Difficulty Factor in
National Ladder Calculation in the
formula for the Difficulty Factor the
term (En /4) 112) should have read
(Pnl/2/4).

Ted Mc Cord.
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VARIO ALTIMETER
*
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*

Vario auto-ranges
above 1,000 fprn.
Pressure & temperaL~LC '_
ccnpensated.
power consurrption
75-100 Hrs (ALKALINE).

*

Altimeter temperature &
pressure compensated to
20,000 ft.

*

Relative Altitude
above/below launch.

lDw

* Max. altitude
* Total energy

Alternate display of
elapsed time/altitude

compensation optional.

Elapsed time.

*

Provision for MEMOMAST
barograph if required.

*

QNE QNH Adjustment.

Barometric Pressure.
Terrperature.
DIMmSICR>

~n~~~ _!2rFIit:t~~f!!x20l!9~J
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Pilot Report

With the rise in popularity of cross
country flying, a greater emphasis has
been placed on increasing the
performance of new hang glider
designs. While many designs have
made great improvements in the
speeds and glide angles achieved, this
is usually accomplished at the
expense of handling qualities. Many
pilots find themselves wishing for a
glider
that
would
have
the
performance of competition models,
yet retain the handling characteristics
of Single-surface gliders. For them,
the Moyes Mission will offer an
attractive compromise.
Setup for the Mission is simple and
straightforward,
and
can
be
completed by one person in ten
minutes.
The
specific
setup
procedure is detailed in the owner's
manual, illustrated with some nice
graphics
showing
step-by-step
assembly.
The Mission incorporates eight top
surface ribs and two bottom surface
ribs, per side for a total of 20 ribs. The

effort required on the bungie pulls for
rib tension, as well as when tensioning
the crossbar, is minimal. The glider
can be set up either standing on the
control bar, or flat on the ground .
The Mission appears to be a mixed
the
ground
handling
bag
in
department.
Although the static
balance is fairly neutral, the wing
seems to feel loosely connected in
light or no wind conditions.
The
moderate weight of the glider at 66
pounds is a contributing factor.
However, the smaller control bar
lessens the effect of the moderate
weight and loose feel by providing
good leverage, even for pilots of
smaller stature.
Frame construction and hardware are
consistent with the Moyes tradition of
strength and durability (with an
emphasis on strength). Top materials
and craftsmanship are also reflected
in the sail quality, with reinforced tip
panels and reinforcements on the
bottom surface at the centre section.
A faired nose cone is standard. The

sail on the glider tested remained
"dean" throughout the speed range.
Now to the flight qualities of the
Mission.
Due to its neutral static
balance, on takeoff the Mission
should be held at an attitude where it
balances on the pilot's shoulders. This
attitude will generally approximate
the flying angle of attack for the wing.
Because the Mission is not statically
"tail-heavy" the glider demonstrates
little tendency to pitch up during the
takeoff run.
Once airborne the Mission pilot
quickly becomes aware of the glider's
light control bar pressures and quick
(almost immediate) roll response. In
these
categories
the
Mission
compares with the best single surface
models in ease of operation and effort
required in control. Roll reversals are
performed with little effort and short
lag time in control response, with little
or no adverse yaw. Tum coordination
may be one of the Mission's more
pleasant qualities, as the pilot need
only roll the wing to the desired bank
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angle and relax. The Mission takes
care of trimming airspeed nicely
without need for much pilot input.
This consistent and predictable turn
coordination combined with light bar
pressure and quick response makes
the Mission a pleasure to soar in
thermal conditions.
Light bar
pressure allows entry into the
strongest of lift, with a minimum of
control effort. Once in the lift, the
quick response to roll aloows efficient
coring. The Mission demonstrates a
remarkable ability to climb in the
smallest of thermals. Its impressive
sink rate coupled with slow flight
speeds allows the Mission to circle in a
very small radius. Once cored, the
Mission's turn coordination enables
the glider to remain in the strongest
lift with a minimum of pilot input or
effort.
The sink rate is very good compared
with the rest of the currently available
designs, and enables the Mission pilot
compete for the airspace at the top of
the stack.
An interesting facet of this design is
the speed range, due to the ultra low
flight and stall speeds the wing
develops. Its best glide airspeed is
relatively low,
but the
glider
demonstrates
impressive
performance in this area.
In
comparisons with Comets and Ducks,
the
Mission
proved
superior.
However, this design will be at a
definite disadvantage when matched
with a Sensor, HP II, or GTR.
Admittedly the top speed capability of
40mph is not outstanding. However,
the statistic that stands out in the
writer's mind is a stall speed of 14mph
(indicated). In fact the Mission's stall
speed is lower than the stall of most
single surface models. This slow flight
capability relates to ulta-slow takeoff
and landing speeds, and should prove
to be a significant advantage to
fledgling, as well as advancing pilots.
Experienced recreational pilots who
are faced with small landing areas
might also consider the Mission for its
short field landing capability.
The flare authority and response
exhibited by the Mission are nothing
short of amazing. The best illustration
I can offer is that over the past few
months, dozens of pilots of assorted
skill levels have test flown the Mission,
and I have not seen a single bad
landing. I view this high level of
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success not so mush as evidence of
the quality of our local pilots, but as
evidence of the "mellowness" of this
design. The wing remains exceptionably controllable at airspeeds in the
"mush" range, that is, speeds between
best minimum sink and stall. The
Mission retains an ample degree of
roll response at ultra slow (15-17mph)
airspeeds.
I personally think the
Mission lands better than the single
surface model I currently employ as a
trainer.
Although
the
mellow
landing
characteristics alone are remarkable,
it is the combined handling ease and
good performance as well which
promotes comments like these from
pilots who have flown the Mission:
"Real fun! Goes so slow you can really
enjoy the scenery. I felt that I could
land it anywhere." (R.C.Dave, Hang
IV pilot, owns an HP II)
"Soaring this glider in ridge lift is
almost effortless." (Brian Anderson,
hook-in weight of 205Ibs.)
"Real easy, real fun." (Myron Dyneski,
first flight after a six month layoff - two
hour duration.)
"Real turnable! Landing was a piece
of cake." (Paul Phillips, Hang IV pilot,
owns a GTR and a Magic.)
When designers Steve and Bill Moyes
set out on this project, their goal was to
produce a
state-of-the-art intermediate glider that would be easy
enough for beginner pilots to handle,
perform well enough to offer cross
country potential for advancing pilots,

and with the strength and quality to
inspire confidence in"lumpy air" for
advanced recreational pilots.
It
certainly appears that for the "Moyes
Boys", it's another job well done.
SPECIFICATIONS
Moyes Mission, Model 170
Area: 175 sq. ft.
Span: 31.4 ft.
Nose Angle: 125°
Aspect Ratio: 5.8
Pilot Weight: 13O-210Ibs.
Glider Weight: 66 lbs (with bag)
Pack-up Length: 18 ft .
Double Surface Area: 65%
Number of Ribs: Top surface = 8 per
side; Bottom surface = 2 per side.
Control Bar Size (on glider tested): 61"
uprights; 54" base.
All frame components are 6061 -T6
anodized.
All hardware is U.s. AN standard
quality.
All brackets and plates are stainless
steel.
Options: Custom sail colours (no extra
cost)

Delivery Time: 3 to 4 weeks.
This design is certified in Europe. At
this writing no USHGMA certificate
has been issued.
BOX SCORES
Scale: 1 (poor) through 10 (excellent)
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Setup Time/Ease 8
Ground Handling 7.5
Static Balance 9
Frame/Hardware 9
Sail Quality /Craftmanship 9
FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
Handling, low airspeeds 9
Handling, high airspeeds 9
Bar Pressure, roll 9
Bar Pressure, pitch 9
Roll Control Initiation 9
Roll Reversal (45°-45°) 9
Yaw Stability 8
Turn Coordination 9
Speed Range 7
Sink Rate Performance 8.5
Glide Angle Performance 7.5
LANDING CHARACTERISTICS
Flare Authority 9
Parachutability 8
Directional Control at Mush Speed 9
Speed Range (with 1751b pilot weight):
Wing Loading = lib per sq. ft.
Stall Speed (indicated) = 14 mph
Top Speed (indicated) = 40 mph

Ve vill test ze Hang Glider under adverze conditions! und zen ve zign ze papers
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THREE CHOICES
Currently you have three Parachutes
to choose from
1) BULLET AUSTRALIAN

MADE

$425

2) PRO LITE American Made

$420

3) PARALOGIC 5th African Made

$395

The BULLET IS AUSTRALIAN MADE and
available direct or through H/G Agents.
The Prolite is sold by 5kysoaring Industries.
The Para logic is sold by Aerial Technics/Moyes.
50 you have a choice. But how to choose?
Price? (They are all within $30 in price) .
Performance? 5ize? Weight? They are similar.
Naturally we would like you to buy our Parachute, not just because its
AUSTRALIAN but because it offers you top value .

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Its guaranteed for 12 months against faulty materials and workmanship.
Has a published rate of descent for a given load.
Is backed by a company with 20 years of Parachute knowledge.
Produced to A51822 Total Quality Control.
Offers a free integrity inspection and repack if used in an emergency.
Can be repaired locally using the originally specified materials.
Can be fitted into a remote deploy kit if you decide to do aerobatics.
Uses the latest materials to reduce weight and bulk.
Weighs only 3 lb.
In stock for immediate shipment.
Packed free ready to use with inner bag.
Free owners manual.

50 when you decide you need a Parachute ask for BULLET by name.
AUSTRALIAN MADE for Australian Conditions.

PAR

A

C

HUT E S

A U S T R A L

rr

D

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA
55 PHILPOTT ST, MARRICKVILLE N.S.w. 2204
TEL: (02) 519 1333 TLX: 72658 PARAUS
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14 & 15
Nov 21 &22
Nov28&29
Dec 5&6

Gilding
5.

6.

Champ,lonshtps

If one pilot completes the task and the next pilot in
his group doesn't, the distance between them will be
scored as 5 km.
Reflights may be made (but only affect scores within
field)

Venue

Format
Pilots will fly in groups of 5 or 6 and will be scored
within their group and against the entire field .
Launch order will be random in the first round. In
subsequent rounds the draw will be based on pilot
placings. The lowest ranked group will launch first
followed by the highest ranked group, then the
second highest group etc.

Deviations from normal
If circumstances result in only part of the field
launching, then those groups that have launched will
be scored within their group at half the normal score
ie. 1st - 250; and the other groups will be scored on
their next flight at 1.5 times normal score (w ithin their
group) ie. 1st -7SO.
If only part of field launches on the last day of
competition, then those groups that have launched
will receive normal scores. The placings of the other
pilots will remain unchanged.

Tasks

Prizes

Ben Nevis area, including Ben Nevis, Mt Buangor,
Sugarloaf (PR4 only) and Elmhurst.

Trophies will be awarded for1987 Victorian Champion
2nd -1987 Victorian Championships
3rd -1987 Victorian Championships
1987 Victorian 'C' grade Champion

Race to goal (may include turn points) - fast time
beats slow time beats closest to goal - beats next
closest to goal etc.
Open distance - longest distance (from TO) beats
next longest distance etc.
Scoring
Within group of 5 (or 6):
1st
500
2nd 400 (410 for group of 6)
or 500 - 20 (distance between 1st and 2nd) whichever
is the greater
3rd
300 (320 for group of 6)
or 2nd - 20 (dist between 2nd and 3rd) whichever is
the greater
4th
200 (230 for group of 6)
or 3rd - 20 (dist between 3rd and 4th) whichever is the
greater
5th
100 (140 for group of 6)
or 4th - 20 (dist between 4th and 5th) whichever is the
greater
50 or 5th - 20 (dist between 5th and 6th) whichever is
6th
the greater
Within entire field
20 or more
No of I2i1ots
1st
SOO
2nd
480
3rd
460
4th
440
420
5th
etc
etc

less than 20
500
475
450
425
400
etc

Notes

Note: A 'C' grade pilot is defined as a pilot not in the top 100
of the current National Ladder.
Programme
Registration deadline - 10 am 1st day of competition
at Buangor Hotel.
Daily: 10 am, morning pilot briefing
12 noon, pre flight pilot briefing
1 pm, first pilot ready to launch
9 pm, notification of landing details to scorer
10 pm, preliminary results posted
Competition HQ
The competition headquarters will be Mt Buangor
Hotel. The phone in point for pick ups is the phone
atHQ.
Entry Requirements
A minimum pilot proficiency rating of PR3 is
required .
Pilots must be financial members of
HGFA.
Fees
The competition entry fee is $25.
Officials
Meet Director and scorer - Wesley Hill
Launch Director TBA.

1. Where a group of pilots are tied, the next pilot scores as if

the entire group was one pilot (scoring within entire
field).
2. All distances will be measured to the nearest KM from
goal. (goal tasks) or from TO (open dist. tasks).
3. For the purpose of scoring, one km = 4 mins
4. All times will be measured to the nearest minutE:.

Note
This competition will be run in accordance with
HGFA Competition Rules. Where there is a conflict
between these rules and the HGFA Competition
Rules then these rules shall take precedence.
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time there and in Perth. Panawonika really is the "other
side of the black stump" in WA. Three days into his first
stay up there he called us to say he was resigning. He'd had
enough already! Thank goodness for second thoughts
though. Phil is still here and trembling at the knees in
anticipation of his next trip up there. We think he is a
"hopeful" for Perth and will still be with us at least until
Christmas. In fact we made a wager on it - a carton of
stubbies for us to a bottle of scotch for him. We might be
cutting our own throats, however. Having gotten to know
Phil better the month he spent in Perth I find it not at all
unlikely that he'd return to Adelaide just to win that bottle.
Scotch and dry seems to be almost a permanent fixture in
his right hand. We think though that with both Stick and
Phil giving each other support, we might have them around
a while longer.

STOP PRESS! Perth has unprecedented numbers of
Eastern State pilots visiting her shores.
the last year or so Perth has experienced an influx of
Eastern state pilots visiting our shores. This is notable only
because it has happened so rarely in the past. More
remarkable still is the fact that some have come with the
intention of staying.

tIl

,John Murby, known to us as 'Dr. John', of Victoria was the
first to brave the Nullabor to reach us. He was the stoutest
of the lot. His original plan was to stay only 6 months yet
with amazing endurance he has managed to remain a
fixture here for about three times that original estimate.
Now, in a week's time, he will be off to Melbourne again. I
actually fared quite well by his stay. He sold me his glider
- a Foil 155 in excellent condition but for a minor sail
puncture which I had put in it myself when the glider was
new, by landing on top of it at Shelley's Beach near Albany.
While bartering a price for the glider I ruthlessly pointed
out this defect again and again. We couldn't understand,
though, why John wanted to get out of the sport. He was
heard to say such things as, "Life is not just hang gliding.
There are other things in life to enjoy and experience".
Comments like this tempted a reply of, "get serious, John!"
which we avoided saying just in case he WAS serious. We
were reassured the weekend after he sold me the glider. It
was "on" at Bakewell and he borrowed Peter Howlett's
Magic so as not to miss out. We're all sorry to see you go
John.
,Bernie Baer runs a close second to John in endurance by
remaining in Perth a marathon 12 months almost to the day.
In that time, by his own choice, he didn't fly once! Bernie
That must
returned in September to Stan well Park.
certainly be a magical place. When I saw Bernie off at the
Casino the night he left, he was surrounded by at least 5
women. Yes, the pull of Stanwell is a strong one. Perth
didn't have a chance. Well, Bernie said he would be back
for the windsurfing so we have a small consolation.
Not all the Eastern State pilots have left yet. Stick is still
here "sticking it out" on the west coast. YES! - He is still
continuing his misadventures. (See Skysailor, August '87)
,The newest arrival is Phil Flentje from Adelaide. He moved
out to the Golden State with a 100% resolve to stay in WA for
at least 2 years. Brave man. He had procured a job in
Adelaide working as a geologist in Panawonika, splitting his
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Ifinally, an honorable mention to Kieran Tapsell. He's
staying with us this week for the duration of a lawyers
conference. Another denizen of Stanwell, he must be very
strong to break away from its pull for just the 10 days he'll be
over here. Watching the weather on the news one night he
insensitively told us there were perfect conditions at
Stan well for flying. It wasn't on at Bakewell that day.
Needless to say, we are enjoying his stay with us. It's good
having an opportunity to return some of the hospitality
Kieran has shown us during our stays at Stanwell. I was
going to include a humorous "escapade" of Kieran's which
occurred during his visit, but had second thoughts.
Anybody wishing to hear the story from Kieran should ask
him about how he made the coffee at our place.
,Well you Easterners, don't fizzle out on us. Perth isn't all
that a remote or isloated place. We hope to see more of
you coming over in the future.
Karen Chatsfield 22/9/87

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Dales Road
Palmwoods Qld 4555
(071) 45 9185

UPRIGHT TUBING
GREAT VALUE
28mrn x 1.8mrn wall

very strong alloy
suits all gliders
12' lengths ............... $25
makes two uprights, any glider
Shipping Road Express
1 - 3 lengths, Australia wide .. ... $12
Varios, ASls, Carabiners
Hang loops, GIlder bags
Pod harnesses
Bolle sunglasses
IDtrallght instruments
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Admin
Officer

Well Victorians
I'm going to set the records straight.
Grant Hieney is really Grant Heaney
and don't get confused by my literary
skills into thinking that Mike Rose is
Mad Mike.
Mad Mike is actually
Mike Slape. (Wow, now we all know!).
More straightening out of records.
The present and complete committee
now stands (or sits) with :
President-

Peter Wright
18 Gladen St
LAVERTON
H3692016

Secretary-

Harry Timtschenko
32 Stacktoole
NOBLE PARK
H 7981673

Treasurer-

Mark Pike
POBox 179
ALTONA NTH
W6474785

Safety
Director

Peter Davies
10 George St
HIGHETT
H5555205

Competition
Director

Wesley Hill
28 Forster St
NORLANE
Geelong
H (052) 786978

Jeanette Phillips
10 Prince St
FERNTREE GULLY
7580091

Did you note the two additions to the
committee? Mark Pike is taking over
the position as treasurer and will do
normal treasury duties.
Jeanette
Phillips is taking over the newly
designed
role
as administrative
officer. Her tasks will be to work with
the secretary; apply for government
grants and suss out the legal hitches,
the VHGA would encounter if it were
to make the position a paid one.

If Jeanette's research finds the
position to be feasible it may continue
as a paid one (non committee). Boy, if
you could understand that then we
really are getting things straigtened
out!
Not much more and we will be over
that wobbly drunken state. Our safety
director, Peter Davies, has been
organising a thermalling seminar at
then Sports Aircraft Association
House (around the northern end of
Hoddle St). The dates will be Nov 9
and 10. For accurate details about the
starting time and topics phone up
Peter and get to know your committee
better.
Now for the piece de resistance of

setting records straight Harriet .
Savas is no longer Savas! She is now
Bond - bonded to Gavin Bond in
blissful wedlock. The two are now
honeymooning in the Whitsundays.
Congratulations Gavin and Harriet!!!
To wind us down
was asked at
meeting to put
articles so that
understand them.

after the excitement I
the last Southern
a legend with my
the readers could

Well here is my legend:
Wes Hill !!!
Yayyay!
Pyjama Pyjama (nighty night)
Myles
WANTED
Competition/launch director required
for
Hang
Gliding
1987
Victorian
Championships
to be held on Nov 14, 15, 21, 22, 28, 29
and Dec 5 and 6. Remuneration and
other details available from:
Wesley Hill,
28 Forster St,
NORLANE 3214
Phone (052) 78 6978
1987/88 Victorian XC League.
It's on again!
Further details are available from
Wesley Hill or see next issue of
Skysailor

PRI &2 Rob Van der Klooster
44 Tanner St
Rep
BREAKWATER
Geelong
(052) 223019
Publicity
Officer

Myles Nott
Lot 15 Mt Slide Rd
KINGLAKE
(057) 861448

Trike
Rep

John Bremmer
8 Dunrossic Dr
SUNBURY
7744578

The Winners - Eungella '87
(1 to r) Phil Pritchard 3rd, Carl Braden 1st and Rick Duncan 2nd.
More Details in December Issue
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DESIGN ADVANCED:-

*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
OPTIONS:-

*
*

*
*

Keel pocketless wing:- lighter pitch and roll
characteristics.
True suspension.
Trailing nose hJheel that truly tracks.
Extra roll control due to new A frame/keel
bracket arrangement.
Improved ground handling and landing control.
Bump proof kill switch.
Less maintenAnce ~nd wear due to better load
distribution and absorption.
Stronger engine mount/seat frame design and better
overall engineering.
Front suspension.
* Full seat harnesses.
15 x 6.00 x 6 wheels.
* Towing facility.
Instruments chute and tr~iler.
Push right turn ~eft or push right turn right
(aircraft) steering.

Dealer and sale enquiries welcome
FREE FLIGHT - trike systems
Forrest Park
8 Laitoki Road,
TERREY HILLS 2084(02)450 2186

Bruce Barcham
59 Bellingara Roed,
SYLVANIA 2224(02)522 8389
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· ·• • · NEWSOUTH.· WALES <··
POD HARNESS. Blackhawk Top of the line. Royal Blue
and Silver with rainbow webbing. Adjustable leg loops,
shoulder straps and stirrup. Chute, ballast, Internal
storage compartments plus a large camera pocket that
will fit your radio (UHF or AM) as well as a camera. To
fit a tall pilot 6ft plus. $300 any offer will be
considered. Phone Peter on (02) 44 3626.
WANTED BACKPACK HARNESS to suit 5'4" with
skinny little legs. Must look as new. Also interested in
lightweight parachute, faul~ess condition. Write to
George Smith, PO Box 36, Tuncurry. 2428.
WANTED STIRRUP HARNESS to suit learner.
Phone Fiona on (02) 918 6917
MOYES MEGA II (PR1): Good condition, ready to fly,
including beginners harness, cocoon harness and
parachute, suitable for beginners to intermediate.
Must sell $600. Phone Stewart Draper (02) 44 1701
l:YPHooN BY SOLAR WINGS (PR3): 166, Purple
UE's and UIS, yellow top surface, gold anodised
frame. $795.
MOYES BACKPACK COCOON HARNESS suit 5'10"·
6' pilot. Blue with black/silver/green stripe, parachute
and ballast pockets. $150.
COCOON HARNESS suit 5'10"·6' pilot. Green with
black webbing, zipped on parachute container (black),
safety back strap with quick release buckle. $95.
WILLIS GOLD VARIOMETER not quite temperature
stable but a good sensitive instrument with large
analogue display and audio on 'up'. Comes with mounting
hardware. $65.
Contact Dick Heller (02) 331 5118 btl or 387 2613 ah
FOIL 165 (PR3): Two tone blue UIS, all white UE and
top surface. Must sell, owner going overseas. $1600.
Phone Don (02) 389 2166.
SKYBAND
VARIO·DIGITAL
ALTIMETER
increments. Compact reliable unit $380 000.
Phone (042) 942 044.
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AIRBORNE TRIKE 440 Robin engine, electric start
190 Meteor Glider, long range tank and registered
trailor. $3500.
Phone (049) 78 1149
PROBE II 175 (PR3): White mainsail and UE, dark
green UIS. Tight and well maintained, good condition.
$1000.
Phone Darren (02) 664 1752 (H)
(02) 2614788 eN)
WANTED BY POOR PILOT:
Used keel for Mega II. Please help mel
Steve desperate (043) 32 8135
Owner getting out of sport
·GTR 162 (PR3) Red UE, white mainsail. Speed bar,
faired kingpost and uprights and spares. Very low
hours, excellent condition $1900
·Also Litek vario and altimeter already setup in case
and bar clamp $350
·Stanwell Soaring Centre Pod harness and parachute,
very comfortable $400, sell seperately or together.
Phone Andrew S. (02) 439 7288 W
·Moyes Missile 180R (PR3) Top intermediate glider
with rubber tips, very good condition and priced to sell
with speed bar at $700 or nearest oller.
·Sabre 1 (PR3) ALL DACRON with VB is also in
extra good condition. A performance plus glider for
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intermediate pilots. Must sell this month to best offer!
·1 Backpack Harness as new suit taller person around
6'0". $150 no offers.
·2 hand held Realistic radios 40 channel (in new cond)
$195 each.
Accessories available.
For more
information on any of these items contact Greg or
Daniel anytime on (049) 498023 AH (049) 873333
BH
Moyes Mars 190 (PR1). Exc. cond., very low hours.
Harness $1100 ono. Ph Robert (02) 525 9184.

SKYTREK PROBE II 165 (PR3): Suit intermediate
pilot buying first double surface. Blue with white
single surface, sail is tight and flies really well. Priced
to sell quickly. $650.
Phone (03) 29 3466 Noel after hours.

Magic 166 Race (PR3). Sandwich TE, dark blue LE,
blue with white stripe US, with spares. Goes great
$2000. Ph (02) G09 5089 and ask Greg.

Foil 165 (PR3). Excellent cond, only 20 hrs flying time.
Urgent sale. $1700 ono. Brendan Stemp AH (03)
512311

PAID TO FLY. Require one PR2 or 3 to learn to drive
winch for Parkes or Flatlands comp and get paid for it
Rrst in best dressed. Contact Greg (02) 609 5089

Mars 170 (PR1). Bluelyellowlwhite, exc. condo Low
hrs $1200. Ph (03) 786 2855

Trike wings. Moyes GTR 210, new sail and wires
$2700, Meteor 170 $1250, Mars 190 as new $1850.
Phone Bob (02) 682 1820.
Gyro II 160 (PR1) Pink, blue and white. Very good
condo $1500. Phone Steve (02) 5974272.
Gyro 1180 (PR1) Blue LE, white and green m'sail plus a
wrist altimeter and a Moyes backpack cocoon harness.
The lot $1350. Contact Colin on (02) 542 3025 BH
(02) 5273106 AH
Wanted GTR 162. Low hours, good condo Also pod
hamess. Phone (067) 323306 AH (067) 329108 BH.
Ball M20 wrist vario. High~ow sound, battery test,
good condo$250. Phone Randell (02) 427 2952 AH
(02) 237 3G07 BH.
·Foi1165 (PR3) Full Racer, heavy sailcloth, early model.
Exc. XC racing machine. Suit heavier pilOt. $1500.
·Harness. Moyes cocoon backpack. $150. Phone Denis
(OGS) 724747
Roof Racks (4) and alloy bull bar. Fits Toyota Corona
or similar. Set up to carry two hang gliders. $100 the
lot. Gordon (042) 941352.

·Skytrek Gyro 180 (PR1) very good condo and straight
as a die. Black LE, rainbow upper surface, yellow TE.
Low coastal hours. $1100 With cocoon harness and
helmet.
·Moyes pod harness, 2 tone black and silver, used three
times, in mint condition. $375. Mike Fuery, 22 Ford St,
Ivanhoe, Vic, 3079.
Mega II (PR1) Two tone blue, sail recently tightened,
flies very smoothly, exc. for beginners, good condo
$600 or will use as trade in on a Probe II, GT or similar.
Also wanted· a parachute to suit P.A. cocoon harness
at reasonable price. Phone Peter (03) 735 3095.
·Mars 150 (PR1) Blue mainsail with rainbow panel. Exc.
condo Minimum airtime, $1400.
·Cocoon harness with parachute, Moyes backpack, black
with white!blue/pink trim. Suit height of approx.
165cm. Perfect cond o $400. Phone Fiona (03) 233
4623.
P.A. Cocoon harness and chute. Little use suit pilot 6'
plus. $300. Phone (052) 224 202
Mars 190 (PR1) Glider is in excellent condoand has only
18 hrs airtime with one caring owner. Red LElwhite
mainsail. $1300. Phone John Twomey on (03) 606
50GO BH or (03) 397 6033 AH.

Swift 170 (PR3)
Exc. condo
Tight sail,
red/orange/gold, must sell for owner who has gone
o'seas. $500 ono. Phone Peter Meredith (02) 959
5742 AH (02) 450 2344 BH.
·P.A. Cocoon Harness. Light brown with dark brown
and green trim. Chest storage and chute pocket. Very
good condo includes carabiner $150.
·Ball 651 vario/altimeter, double batteries $450.
·Pulled apex chute, orange and black with deployment
bag etc. $350.
·G.E. 40 channel CB radio with 2 2amp~our gelcel on
him mounting with boom mike and charger Included.
$100. Phone Phil (02) 957 2011 BH.
·Mars 150 (PR1) Orange LE, white sail, mylar inserts
on LE, ideal first glider, light and easy to handle.
$1000.
·Foi1155 (PR3) Yellow LE, white sail, easy to handle
with a great glide. Faired king post $1950.
·Wanted. Altimeter, vario and parachute. Phone Tony
or Rod (042) 297610 or (042) 965453.
·GTR 162 (PR3) Blue LE, white main, rainbow
u'surface. VB, speed bar and faired kingpost As new
$1900.
·Cocoon harness with parachute $350.
·German vario, digital readout $150. Phone Wolfgang
(02) 525 4961 .

Pros tar 11160 (PR3) As new condo Made in USA and
USHGMA certified. Double surface glider, white with
red undersurface. Easy handling, exc. glide. Must sell .
$400 ono (all offers considered). Phone Colin Hansen
AH (08) 276 8593 BH (OS) 228 5946
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Magic III 1 (PR3) White with red undersurface,
standard cloth, one owner, skies out $1200 ono. Phone
Peter Hirst AH (08) 2985134 BH (08) 2711644
Foil 160B (PR3). One lady owner · very good cond.,
aerofoil uprights and kingpost. Will consider trade
with good condition Gyro 180, 160 or other
intermediate glider. $2300. Phone Birgit or Dermot
(OS) 277 5435
GTR 175 (PR3) White dacron mainsail/LE, red US
with rainbow dart, faired kingpost, very clean sail, no
tears. $1500. Phone Ross Wilkinson (08) 276 3134.

QUEENSLAND
Wanted to Buy. GT 190 or similar (not sandwich)
Phone Mark Thompson (079) 394106
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FO/LRACER
1ST- ANSETT EUNGELLA COMPETITION 1987
Carl Braden was competing in a field dominated by 6
of the other Australian World Squad members.
He won the first day's Race to Goal and then
progressively increased his lead to finish 350 pOints clear.
With very strong headwind tasks called every day, the
outstanding speed and glide of the Racer enabled him to win
through.
In the choppy small diameter lift the well co-ordinated
handling of the Foil made his task so much easier.
Congratulations once again Carl.
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